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IN FOCUS

3 words that won us the Moon Race,
but have hamstrung us ever since

pp. 4-5

Lunar Cold Traps Key to Outer Solar System
Peter Kokh

When JFK gave his famous “We choose to go the
Moon” speech, these three fateful words torpedoed
Wernher von Braun’s plan. Sure he got to be in charge,
but it was no longer his tune to which we would march.
We could not delay achievement of the real goal, beating
the Russians, and [=> p. 2, col. 2 ]

pp. 6-7

An L1 Space Station: Gateway to the Moon
Dave Dietzler

“In this decade” – JFK.

page 8

Peenemunde: the payload is the warhead [right]
Many will insist that science fiction concepts are
irrelevant, but prior to the Nazi V-2 program, the idea
that everything except the “payload=warhead” is to be
wasted, was not common. The “mass-fraction” myth is
only valid if you make the Peenemunde assumption. If we
are to become a space-dwelling species, we have to
demilitarize our Space Transportation 1.0 concepts. It’s
time for Space Transportation 2.0.
“If it’s not fuel, it’s payload.”
See pages 1-4.
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⇒ In Focus Editorial continued from p. 1.
Oh, by the way, we will visit the Moon …. To set up a
logical infrastructure along the way so that if we planned
to stay , we could do so with an economical space
transportation system. We were in a race, and the Moon
was just a handy goal, dispensable once met. We would
not delay the race to build an orbiting depot and
assembly station. We would never have gone to the Moon
as all, if it were not a way to trump the Russians big time,
at their own game.
Those of us who were around at the time, when
Nixon (not Congress) pulled the plug on Kennedy’s thing,
were disappointed to be sure. But Saturn V was not the
right vehicle and transportation system on which to build
a sustainable Moon venture that included a permanent
and growing presence. To stay, we would have had to
pull the plug on Saturn V, which we did anyway, and start
with a transportation system that involved logical nodes.
And so began the campaign to convince President Reagan
to give NASA a new goal, building a space station.
Well, we lost that one too. We got a space station
of sorts, but it was a “yoyo space” thing, downward
looking at Earth, and not a outer-space oriented depot or
assembly station. It was even put in an orbit unfit to
serve as a transfer point. Yes, that orbit was necessary to
get the Russians to agree to partner with us, Clinton’s
deal-clinching strategy to keep Russian scientists gainfully employed rather than out there looking for work in
nations with mischievous intentions. Yes, the Space
Station has done great things, and kept space in the
public eye. But it is boundary layer space, not the outer
space that includes the Moon and planets and beyond.
Once again the space community mounted an
effort to get the government to consider going back to
the Moon. Both Bushs came up with flawed plans. By then
NASA only knew one way to do the Moon, the wrong way.
So along comes Mike Griffin, who gives us a Saturn V
substitute, a way to get to the Moon without building the
infrastructure that might allow us to stay!
Let’s stop blaming Obama for halting what was a
farce in the first place. Let’s stop cheering on Senators
who would reverse Obama’s decision. If we want to
return the Moon “to stay,” we have to abandon Space
Transportation 1.0. We have to start with a clean slate,
and brainstorm Space Transportation 2.0
What we have been trying to do for over forty
years has been a pathetic reenactment of the tale of
Sisyphus, the mythical Greek figure who kept trying to
push a big rock to the top of a hill, only to lose the battle
and watch it roll back to the bottom, retrace his steps
and try again to push it to the top. We did not settle the
west that way. We did not set out from the East Coast
with a gigantic 50 ft wide half a mile long Conestoga
wagon pulled by a team of a thousand horses. No, we
built places along the way, St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha,
Denver, Salt Lake City, etc. At these stops we could
replenish all our supplies, even personnel. At each stop,
we dropped off things (passengers too) needed there and
picked up new supplies, fresh people. Every waypoint
made the next waypoint doable and at a reasonable cost.
Going from Sacramento to San Francisco, the last step,
was no more expensive than going a similar distance
much further east.
So how do we take a page from the mid-1900s, a
century and a half ago? It is pathetic that it is taking so
long to learn what is really an obvious lesson!
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repair facilities, additional space stations or facilities for
space stations. But then we are a throwaway people. Like
our simian predecessors, who seemingly can’t be housebroken, we apparently can’t be planet-broken; it is easier
to throw away and to trash than to reuse and reassign
items and materials that have done their initial job. Had
we not been so macho, and had been into husbanding
everything that makes it into space, we could be decades
ahead of where we are now, and probably without a
space debris problem of such magnitude.
Impossible? If you think so, perhaps your imagination has become fossilized. Hold a design competition
for ideas on what we can do with this or that throw-away
item and prepare to be amazed at what still flexible
minds can imagineer! Get with the program or get out of
the way. We’d all still be in the stone age if it were not so.

Waypoints on the Road to the “Moon to Stay”
Let’s back up a bit. No I am not a rocket scientist.
But rocket science is the problem. Why, because it is
impatience that is always the problem. Building bigger
and more powerful rockets is just making it more
expensive to go nowhere.
It would seem that low Earth orbit is waypoint
one. But I think it would pay to revisit how we launch
from Earth. The most expensive thing is getting off the
ground, and vertical launch is the most expensive way to
do that. Fly back boosters, even rocket sleds, to launch
horizontally to a level where the atmosphere is much
thinner, need to be revisited. Always keep in mind that
impatience is the enemy, the chief way we defeat
ourselves in whatever we do. It simply should not take
that much oomph to get us into orbit, or to the point
where a smaller second stage could take over from a
smaller first stage and successfully get the same payload
into space. The masculine power trip way is not only not
always the best way; it is almost always the worst way. So
the first way point is the in transit level at which
atmospheric resistance significantly drops off.

Geosynchronous Orbit
Now we get to where it gets real fun! Perhaps
most of us do not realize the scale of Geosynchronous
orbit. At 23,000 miles above Earth’s surface, 27,000
miles above its center, it is 2πr or 170,000 mi. (230,000
km) in circumference. Yet, it is limited. We don’t need our
communications satellites slowly drifting into one
another, so international agreement limits “stations” to 2
degree intervals. Dividing 170,000 by 180 gives us a
spacing less than a thousand miles apart. But we already
have well over 180 objects in GEO. And if and when we
start building solar power satellites in GEO, and these
things will be large, the situation could become dicey.
One way to alleviate crowding would be to build
giant platforms that could provide power, stationkeeping and repair services to dozens, hundreds, or even
thousands of individual communications and TV relay
units. Where would we get the materials to build such
platforms? We need not build more GEO-bound rockets,
but only design their rocket casings in a way that, again,
“transformer-style,” can self-unfold into platform strut
sections. Maybe we need to mandate our rocket scientists and engineers to watch more Saturday morning
cartoons – some of them probably never heard of the
“transformers.” Well, the kids and toymakers all know, so
maybe when they grow up, they can turn things around.
Ultimately, of course, building materials for GEO
platforms and SPS stations, can be shipped down from
the Moon at much less expense than up the shorter
distance from Earth. IF GEO is to be the linchpin of the
21st century economy (up from $250 billion per year of
economic value to $250 trillion), lunar resources will be
the principle enablers. (Mars will contribute nada, zilch.)

Low Earth Orbit
We all know how useful low Earth orbit is. It is a
great place to study the Earth. Our remote sensing and
weather and navigational satellites have given us a much
better understanding of our home planet. And the
International Space Station has helped as a platform. It is
also a great place to assemble things to large and/or to
heavy to be sent up in one payload. To date, except for
the Space Station itself, which proves the point, we have
tried to avoid in-space assembly by building ever-bigger
rockets for ever-heavier and larger payloads.
What we haven’t yet got right is that every part of
a rocket that makes it to low Earth orbit, could have been
designed “transformer style” to serve as components for
something to be assembled in orbit. We just throw that
“stuff” away: farings, spent stages, External Tanks!

The Earth-Moon L1 Gateway
This is the next waypoint, the “Sacramento” stage
if you will. And in similar fashion, this gateway can be
built up from components needed to get that far, but not
going the rest of the way to the Moon’s surface.
We will want an L1 Space Station with storage,
even warehousing capacity, vehicle repair and maintenance facilities, fuel storage, cargo storage for transshipment, crew quarters for personnel in transit. L1 will
grow apace with facilities on the Moon’s surface, into a
major transfer and service spaceport in the sky.
If L1 doesn’t grow, neither will the lunar frontier.
Reuse of every last item that arrives there not going
further, is the key. See our slide show on L1 growth:
www.moonsociety.org/spreadtheword/pdf/LIphases.pdf

For every ton of satellite mass in orbit, we have thrown
many tons away that could not be integrated into
something useful whether larger platforms, assembly and
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Taking a Fresh Look at the

The Moon’s Surface
Nor does our “transformer” routine stop at L1.
Every part of a ship that lands on the Moon, and which is
not needed for a return flight (100% if it is au unmanned
cargo ship) should be designed for reuse or cannibalization on the Moon – down to the last strut, landing pad,
fuel tank, --- everything, not just what’s in the cargo
hold – and that goes for packaging materials as well. To
paraphrase a colorful description of rural southern
cooking, using every part of the pig except the squeal
(and maybe finding a use for that as well.)
Now I have just offended those who believe that
reusability is the key to economy. No, not if you mean
reusing the same thing over and over for its original
purpose. To do that you have to get it back to its original
port and that is wasting fuel. Second, by reusing as is,
you do not benefit from the economy of mass production. We don’t need ten reusable rockets that get used a
hudnred times. We need a thousand rockets that get used
only once, as a rocket, but then are put to permanent use
taken apart and transformed into something needed on
the frontier. Old timers will remember the World War
Liberty ships, which we turned out cheap by the
hundreds. Mass production and total reuse of materials
at a destination – that’s economy on steroids, if you will!
Yes things should be reused, but as materials,
not as originally assembly components. We have to get
into this new way of thinking avout things and their
utility. Look at a lander’s legs and pads, and see a mobile
crane! We may have to tweak original designs to get the
most reuse potential out of them. And this redesign may
cost some, but the rewards for reusability will pay off
handsomely. Let’s sponsor and run contests annually for
the most innovative reuse of all these things used only
once in transit. Let the young people clear the cobwebs in
our older brains! We will fail if we do not pass the torch!

Spacesuit Concept
By Peter Kokh
Background: in a previous article, “Engaging the Surface
with Moonsuits instead of Spacesuits: Mother Nature has
a Dress Code!” MMM #151 Dec 2001 [republished pp 2-5
http://www.moonsociety.org/publications/mmm_classics
/mmmc16_July2007.pdf] we addressed some spacesuit
issues. In this article, we take the discussion further.
The NASA Spacesuits developed for the Mercury,
Gemini, and Apollo programs evolved quite naturally
from high altitude aviation pressure suits. For use on the
Moon, they had to be able to resist micrometeorite
puncture and keep the astronauts cool in the rising midmorning temperatures on the Moon. For short stays – the
longest was only a few days – the radiation issue did not
need to be addressed.
But it is clear that these suits had two functions:
pressurization and protection. While the inner suit worn
by astronauts did help contain physical body support, as
they did not include a pressurized helmet or pressurized
gloves, the outersuit with helmet and gloves was needed
for both purposes: pressurization and protection.
Separating these two functions
However, if we separate these two functions, we
might be on our way to a more rational design, more
comfortable to wear, with greater freedom of movement,
and yet with adequate puncture resistance and thermal
management. We already have several experimental
forms of the inner pressure suit: the “skinsuit,” also
known as the Mechanical Counter Pressure (MCP) Suit.
Mars Society Australia launched a “marsskin”
project: http://www.marssociety.org.au/marsskin.php
“An MCP suit would differ by exerting pressure on the
body using form-fitting elastic garments. Webb and
Annis published the concept and early experiments of
a MCP suit in 1967, and in 1971 described the first
demonstration that highlighted the many advantages
of the MCP approach. MCP garments were found to
offer dramatic improvements to gas pressurized suits
in reach, dexterity and tactility due to the replacement
of stiff joints and bearings with light, flexible elastics.
Further advantages included safety (because a tear or
hole would remain a local defect rather than cause a
catastrophic puncture), lower suit costs and vastly
reduced weight and volume. MIT conducted flexibility
tests with basic MCP elastics during the mid 1980’s
and found MCP gloves to be measurably superior to
gas-pressurized gloves.”
While this prior research seems dated, one can
understand NASA’s on again/off again approach to space
suit alternatives and development. The Return to the
Moon has been an on again off again program: the first
and second Bush space initiatives. And that is why space
enthusiasts have taken the lead. In addition to the Mars
Society Australia effort, we are proud to call attention to
research done by crew member William Fung-Schwarz,
Health & Safety Officer on the Moon Society’s “Artemis
Moonbase Sim 1” 2-week exercise at the Mars Desert
Research Station, as Crew 45, Feb. 26 – March 11, 2006.
http://desert.marssociety.org/fs05/ (scroll down to #45)
The project goals, goal status, suit description,
and costs are stated in William’s report:

Summing up “Space Transportation 2.0”
# Every item that leaves Earth surface should be designed
for reusability of its constituent parts or materials.
# Components should be designed to serve some new
function or purpose at the way station at which their
original function has been achieved
# Power is less important than economy and reusability
# Nothing that can be used at a way station should be
sent back down the line Earthwards. It is better in the
long haul to keep sending up new rockets and rocket
components that can be put to new use up the line,
than to return them back down the line – false economy
# Complete Hardware Utilization Mission Architectures =
“CHUMA” (thanks to Dave Dietzler for this acronym)
# Everything in the sacred traditional way of doing things
should be reexamined in light of this new paradigm.
# The goal is not to return to the Moon.
# The goal is not to return to the Moon to stay.
# The goal is to return to the Moon and keep growing
a lunar frontier civilization which in turn will feed
Earth’s needs in GEO and elsewhere and help us all
rejuvenate and preserve the Eden that Earth once
was. We are going to have to travel a lot of light
years to find another like it.
If this is the most absurd, ridiculous idea you
ever heard, check out this report:
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,529059,00.html
We have to quit saying “we can’t” when we
haven’t really tried. To the Moon, to stay!
PK
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http://desert.marssociety.org/MDRS/fs05/0311/mcp.asp
Honeywell (LA), UC-San Diego, and Clemson U.
have conducted physiological and design testing on
gloves and arms. [from the Mars Society Australia page]
Lunar “Coveralls” - An MCP Skinsuit is not enough
There are additional links on the Aussie Marsskin
page. As this page does not appear to have been recently
updated, we can’t be sure that this research continues. Be
that as it may, it isn’t to the point of this article. We think
that it is a great start, but for use on the Moon, an outer
suit that offers thermal management benefits as well as
serving as a first barrier to micrometeorite and sharp
rock punctures should be required outerwear in full
exposure lunar surface vacuum.
We have talked often about construction of
shielded but unpressurized areas for storage of items
that need to be accessed on a regular basis, and for
equipment needing regular or frequent maintenance. We
have dubbed these environments as “lee-vacuum” that is
providing “wind” protection. “Wind?” We refer, of course
to exposure to the cosmic elements: cosmic rays and
solar flare protection as well as micrometeorite “rain.” In
such areas lighter weight pressure suits and skinsuits will
be adequate, and reduce wearer fatigue as well as greatly
improve mobility. Shielding will also deter overheating.
But for wear out on the not-so-protected
surface, another layer, which need not also be pressurized, is to be strongly recommended. If this layer is
loose, since it does not have to be pressurized, it should
not hamper motion as did the Apollo mission suit. Those
working on the surface could accomplish more with less
effort, and less fatigue, thus reducing risk as well. Such
suits might also reduce moon dust buildup on the inner
skinsuit. They could also be shed before entering an
airlock, and stored outside, thus reducing the migration
of dust into interior living and working spaces.
In MMM #225, MAY 2009, pages 6-8, we wrote
about “Skinsuit ‘Outerwear’ for Surface Activities.”
In this article, we were addressing lee-vacuum environment use, in which one might choose to wear special
outerwear, not for any extra protection, but either to hide
unflattering body contours, or simply for “fashion fun.”
Here we are talking about heavy-duty outerwear
to be worn for protection not adequately offered by skinsuits when worn on the fully exposed lunar surface.

Left: Illustration of the Australian concept
Right: Counter Pressure suit by 4 Frontiers Corporation
Again, in our opinion, a counter pressure suit, by
itself, does not offer sufficient protection in the lunar
environment. The Mechanical Counter Pressure suit
research is an invaluable and essential first step. But we
must mate it with an MCP compatible outer suit.
How much would an unpressurized outer suit
resemble the Apollo Moon Suit? It might be about as
bulky, and also have elastic wrist and ankle bands to
deter moondust contamination of the inner counterpressure suit. But by virtue of not being inflated, it would
hang more naturally on the wearer and greatly reduce
joint stiffening (and hence fatigue) that is produced by
pressurization. I do not pretend to be able to draw such a
suit with my low level of illustration skills.
Has there been experimentation along these
lines? I am not aware of any. NASA has supported a
number of optional spacesuit design programs in the
past, but none are currently funded. And the design
features these projects strove to realize were different:
they were still pressurized.
It would seem a simple matter for a chapter to
get hold of an aviation pressure suit, in lieu of a newer
skinsuit, and then design and produce appropriately thick
but loose outer suits with elastic sleeve and leg ends, in
order to get across these concepts to the public as well
as to the space-interest community at large.
If the return to the Moon is undertaken comercially (as well as by non-US national space agencies), it is
possible that the commercial firms would be willing to
part with tradition and try out and test such new double
suit concepts. There is much to be gained both in
mobility and in the length of time one could work out on
the surface without fatigue.
There is a principle at stake here: if we want our
lunar initiative to grow into something permanent, and
we do all want that,
We must “do the Moon” on its terms, not ours!
As such a goal is a perfect fit for the Moon
Society and for other groups such as the National Space
Society – we both want commercial-industrial permanent
lunar settlements – promotion of such projects should be
pursued. It would be appropriate to provide seed money
for modest research/engineering initiatives and demonstrations, if we find individuals or groups, lay or
academic, who want to pursue these concepts further.
This research is vital!
PK

Left: an Apollo-like Moon suit. Right: The MCP skinsuit
tested by William Fung-Schwarz at M.D.R.S. on crew 45.
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Conquest of Moon’s Cold Traps

We always knew that we would have to bit the
bullet and develop such cryo-materials, cryo-lubricants
and other systems, that is, if we wanted to land rovers
and long-operating probes on the fascinating moons of
the Outer Solar System. But we thought that was a long
way off, a challenge for another generation. Now it is
suddenly our challenge.

Is the Key to anywhere in

The Outer Solar System
By Peter Kokh

Perhaps most writers and planetary scientists and
lunar enthusiasts, see the availability of water-ice as an
overriding reason to set up shop first at one of the
Moon’s poles. But now it seems that the challenge of
learning to store power so that we can get through the
lunar night, and to scavenge volatiles from moondust,
may be the less daunting challenge. After all, the reward
for doing so is to open the Moon globally, not just at the
extremely atypical poles.
Yet, while the priority of “doing the poles” might
now see to be a peg or two down the line, we do need to
get busy developing the materials and systems that will
allow us to study the lunar cold traps, and study their
frozen bounty in depth. Will we need to use super-magnetic bearings instead of still science-fictional cryolubricants? Won’t the recently discovered fact that these
craters are electrically charged rule that out? We have a
lot of homework to do, and the “readiness state” of the
needed technologies is about 1, if not less, on a scale
from 1-10.
But think! If we meet this challenge, suddenly the
Outer Solar System is ours as well, decades ahead of the
wildest expectations! The Moon is suddenly the key to
the Outer Solar System! Not Mars, not Ceres, not even
Europa or Callisto. The Moon? Suddenly planetary scientists bored or disinterested in the Moon, have a very big
stake in the next decade of lunar exploration. The Moon
will become the proving ground for outer system rovers.

We always knew that the floors of the Moon’s
permanently shaded polar craters would be cold. After
all, the brightest thing in their heavens, except for a rare
passing comet, would be a star less brilliant than Sirius.
But at least most of us
were surprised at the recent finding
that these pitch black areas were
colder, by about 10° Celsius, than
the poles of Pluto! Many voices
have long been calling for “ground
truth probes” that could sample the
ice or permafrost regolith soils in
these dark craters to quantify and
qualify the nature of this frozen
resource. What other volatiles are
present? If the source is cometary,
we’d expect carbon and nitrogen
oxide ices and other volatiles.

Even Mars people may see
the benefit, for Mars is Antarctica
in red, with less ice so that it only
looks like Arizona or Utah: Mars
shares the same temperature range
from somewhat over freezing in a
very few areas to bitter cold almost
everywhere.
David Dunlop, the Moon
Society Director of Project Development, has for some time now, been
focusing on the potential for using
the Google Lunar X-Prize program
to put more rovers, and more badly
needed instruments on the Moon.
His idea is to extend the
options for the eventual “also-rans”
to keep their teams intact by
having NASA establish new prizes
for fielding needed instruments on
the Moon, and for landing in areas
in which our scientific curiosity is
very high. He would also like to see
a new round of NASA engineering
challenges to develop all these
cryo-engineering technologies.
And now NASA seems to
have gotten the idea as well.

These could be as strategically important as water-ice
itself. What kinds of equipment and
what methods would we need to
harvest these resources? Enough
with these orbiters and impactors!
We needed to get equipment down
there to find out what we really
have, and how practical a near term
resource these polar ices are.
But whoa! Metals are brittle
at those temperatures. Nor do we
have the electronics or even the
lubricants that can operate there!
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What we could see sooner in the Outer Solar System
What we have learned with orbiters has been
nothing short of amazing, and it continues to get more
so. Scientists find ever more elaborate ways to coax more
significance our to readings that once might have been
considered noise. This is nowhere more true than with
the Cassini team and the ongoing investigations of Saturn
and its extensive family of moons and moonlets. What
they continue to discover beneath the clouds of Titan,
which vies with Europa as the most intriguing world
beyond Mars, brings startling new information month by
month as the extended mission continues.
That said, capable rovers on Jupiter’s Europa,
and on Saturn’s Titan, Iapetus, Enceladys and other
moons around the ringed giant could tell us more. Now
that the need to develop some of the needed cryo-technologies is urgent because we need those materials and
systems to unlock the Moon’s tightly held secrets, can
but advance the day when we can send similar cryohardy instruments to the icy outer worlds.
Ceres, Pallas, Vesta
Dawn is on its way to Vesta. The plan is to orbit
the brightest of all asteroids, as seen from Earth, for 12
months, then move on to an eventual visit to Ceres where
it will go into polar orbit around it. Such an orbit will
allow very thorough mapping as Ceres rotates below.
Ceres is the only asteroid massive enough to
reshape itself into a really spherical body. Its surface
likely hides an ocean, and as the first planet or moon to
reach this stage, just might have been the first place in
the system to give birth to some form of life.
Ceres dominates a significant area: almost 15% of

Pluto & Charon
The calculated temperatures at Pluto’s (and
Charon’s) poles are some 10° C, 6° F higher than those
recently measured in permanently shaded lunar polar
craters. But to be honest, we must keep in mind that
Pluto is still not too far past its closest point to the Sun,
and that in its very eccentric orbit, it will receive less than
half the amount of sunlight it now gets, before it rounds
the “aphelion” corner some 120 years from now and
starts the slow arc back inward. Given this consideration,
Pluto’s poles may become as cold as the Moon’s. Yet the
Moon’s cold trap craters may not have seen sunlight for
billions of years. So Pluto might still be second.
The Pioneers and the Vikings – are RTGs the answer?
These probes are significantly beyond the traditional “outer limits” of the solar system and just keep on
sending back data. But they do not have moving parts,
or, if any, they are warmed by an RTG, a radioisotope
thermoelectric generator, a marvelous device without
which much of what we have accomplished in space
would still be on the science-fiction wish list. Are they
part of the answer to the challenge of ground-truth
probes in permanently shaded craters at the Moon’s
poles? Maybe – if we can shield the surface we want to
study from the heat output of the RTG. Remember
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. What we observe is
altered by our observation of it. Now that principle may
be the case for quantum dimensional investigation. But a
parallel effect may hamper ground truth probe whose
instruments and “claws” and “drills” are kept warm
enough to operate by any kind of heat device.
So we think, that this is not the answer if we
want unstilted results. Heat may or may not be a problem
for harvesting polar ices; but it will be for studying them.
TTG powered instruments will do to the icy moondust
what the scalpel does to the frog in order to learn from
dissecting it. So we think that the best approach is to
take the plunge and by trial and error, challenge after
challenge, in one area after another, develop true cyromaterials and cryo-technologies. The rewards of doing so
will be to advance the pace of Outer Solar System science,
and to telescope the time it takes us to go from being an
intercontinental species to one that is truly interplanetary, and interplanetary with interstellar dreams.
Suddenly, the Moon becomes important for more
than those who have been interested in uncovering its
secrets and putting to use its resources for the benefit of
human survival on a cleaner, greener Earth.
In a future article, Dave Dunlop will tell us how
we can accelerate our development of cryo-technologies
through X-Prize type programs and NASA engineering
challenges. At the very early stages of this process, there
may be groundbreaking advances that will prove to be
within the scope of student and university scale projects.
It clearly falls within the Moon Society’s mission
to instigate and encourage this type of research. On the
Moon in general, we need lubricants that will perform
well at both colder and hotter tempera-tures than
normally encountered on Earth. Looking down “paths not
taken” during the development of silicones and silicone
technologies, we may make some useful advances that
will help in “ordinary” lunar hot and cold conditions, but
not at the poles. Here we may need to start from scratch.
Breakthroughs may come slowly at first, but we need to
tae the plunge and keep on plunging.
PK

all Main Belt Asteroids lie within 60° of Ceres at any given
time and remain there for fifteen years or longer before
drifting out of range. It will someday be the primary center

of population, industry and services for the belt. And
many of the technologies developed there will be useful
in opening up the Jovian system. Ceres’ temperature
range is lower than that of Mars, but higher than that of
Jupiter’s four great moons. We look forward to Dawn’s
visit in 2015.
Pallas orbits at a similar distance from the Sun,
but has a unique vantage point for study of the Sun and
the inner solar system. Its 35° inclination to the ecliptic
gives it a high perch both above and below that plane.
Vesta may be the biggest object in the system
with a cold solid core. At Vesta’s center of gravity, you
would have a “negative zero-g” as the masses overhead
would cancel each other out. That could make that point
a unique physics lab. This world may also have lavatubes.
Oberon and Miranda
I have singled out the moons of Uranus, because
along with their mother planet, their plane of rotation is
almost perpendicular to the plane of their orbit around
the Sun. That means that for half of Uranus’ 84 year long
circuit around the sun, alternately the north and south
poles of its moons are pointed not just perpendicular to
the sun, but away from it. Vast circumpolar areas on
Oberon, Titania, Umbriel, Ariel, and Miranda will be in
darkness for decades, which could lower temperatures
below those experienced on Neptune’s moons twice as
far out from the Sun. But that is a very uneducated guess,
and we welcome a real calculation.
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the Orion CM and have 8,488 lbs for the propellant. If the
tankage and motors are included in the 19,000 lbs. of
the vehicle itself (about 1300 lbs.) and 460 second LH2
and LOX burning motors are used, this craft will have a
dV capacity of 1.66 km/sec. Is this enough for maneuvering out of L1 and onto a trajectory back to Earth and
atmospheric re-entry? I cannot solve this problem. I call
out to readers for answers. If there are real rocket engineers reading this issue and graduate students looking
for a research project-- here is a challenge for you!
Robotic Transportation
Landers, or Moon Shuttles, would be sent to L1
with electric drives and fueled at L1. I envision reusable
single staged vehicles powered by LH2 and LOX. Water
would be transported by highly efficient electrically
propelled vehicles to L1, then cracked to hydrogen and
oxygen and liquified. To prevent problems with cryopropellant boil-off while on the lunar surface, robot-tended
reliquifaction devices would be landed ahead of time.
In the first article we noted that a propellant
depot in LLO would probably not be a good idea because
lunar orbits are not very stable due to mass-cons. So the
L1 location is superior. Also, with high performance LOX
burning rockets, as much cargo can be landed from L1 as
can be landed from LLO with lower performance space
storable propellants like MMH (mono-methyl-hydrazine)
and NTO (nitrogen tetroxide) even though the dV from L1
is higher than from LLO. In addition, less electric drive
propellant would be needed to reach L1 because the dV
to L1 is less than to LLO and just as important, less time
would be required, and time is money.
So there is an advantage to sending cargo to the
Moon via an L1 way station. Moreover, landers designed
to run on LH2 and LOX could eventually be fueled on the
Moon with propellants derived from lunar ices, if we can
get them. This deserves some elaboration not included in
the first article. I can already hear the voices of some
fellow Moon Society members crying, "No! Don't waste
that precious lunar hydrogen!" But I don't want to waste
that hydrogen by using it as rocket propellant either. So
what do we do? The next section contains the answer.
From L1 to Lunar Surface:
• Reusable single staged manned landers using LH2 and
LOX. Initial propellant for first descent sent to L1 with SEP
in the form of H2O, processed to LH2 and LOX at the L1
station. These vehicles will load up with enough LH2 and
LOX to descend to the lunar surface and return to L1.
Cooling equipment to keep the cryogenic propellants
cold during a prolonged stay on the Moon will be landed
ahead of time. Doesn't this mean transporting propellant
from Earth to L1 at great expense? Using hydrogen mined
on the Moon to fuel these vehicles is undesirable because
lunar hydrogen resources are so scarce, and mining for
hydrogen will also be expensive. As oxygen is abundant
in regolith it would be possible to land these vehicles
with only enough LH2 for return ascent to L1 and tank up
on LOX produced on the lunar surface. Eventually, other
fuels like aluminum powder will be produced on the
Moon. One-way LH2 and LOX fueled cargo landers will be
"cannibalized" on the Moon. Nothing will go to waste.
More discussion and calculations pertaining to Moon
Shuttles and their propellant requirements is found at:
http://groups.google.com/group/international-lunarresarch-park/web/propellant-for-moon-shuttles

An L1 Space Station:
Gateway to the Moon, Part 2
By David Dietzler
Introduction
In MMM #232, February 2010, the article "An L1
Space Station: Gateway to the Moon" was published.
Several points deserve further elaboration. It is also at:
http://groups.google.com/group/international-lunarresarch-park/web/l1-station-gateway-to-the-moon
[requires a google username and password]
Manned Transportation
Since it takes less delta V to reach L1 from LEO
than to reach escape velocity from LEO, retro rocket into
LLO (Low Lunar Orbit) with a fully fueled lunar descent/
ascent vehicle and then rocket back to Earth, Apollo style,
a much smaller Earth launch rocket is needed. Instead of
the Ares V monster rocket, I suggest using a SpaceX
Falcon 9 Heavy with a new cryogenic upper stage. This
rocket could put 65,280 lbs. in LEO.
Time for some not too heavy math
Rocket engines burning LH2 and LOX could have
a specific impulse of 460 seconds and an exhaust
velocity of 4.5 km/sec. As the dV from LEO to L1 is about
3.15 km/s, we can use the rocket equation to determine:
e^(3.15/4.5)=2.01375 65,280/2.01375 = 32,417 The
mass of rocket and payload after all propellant is burnt.
65,280-32417= 32,863 propellant mass. Tankage and
motors 15% of propellant mass (conservatively, tankage
and motors might only be 10% of propellant mass)
0.15(32,863) = 4929 lbs.
So the mass of the rocket and payload dry minus
the mass of the rocket itself (tankage and motors) gives
us the payload mass, in this case a crewed module of
32,417 - 4929 = 27,488 lbs or 13.7 English tons.
A 13.7 ton spacecraft is very respectable. The
Apollo Command module amassed 12,800 lbs, the Soyuz
14,350 lbs. and the Orion CM 19,000 lbs. Here's where
some elaboration on points overlooked in the first article
is called for. The crewed module does not need a massive
service module consisting mostly of propellant for
braking into LLO and then accelerating to lunar escape
velocity for return to Earth and aerobraking; however, it
does need rockets for thrusting out of L1 and going on a
trajectory back to Earth and aerobraking then parachuting back to Earth's surface. Since L1 is not stable on
the axis that lines up with Earth and the Moon, it won't
take a lot of rocket power and propellant to get out of L1
and fall back to Earth; however, the re-entry angle would
probably be too steep if the capsule fell along this
straight line and it would probably burn up. So rockets
and propellants will be needed to move the capsule onto
a better trajectory. Since the vehicle would amass 27,488
lbs. and the Orion CM was to amass 19,000 lbs., we
could make the manned portion of the vehicle as large as

http://groups.google.com/group/international-lunar-resarchpark/web/propellant-masses-for-moon-shuttles-2
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Objectives of the Moon Society
include, but are not limited to:

Creation of a spacefaring civilization which will establish
communities on the Moon

Promotion of large-scale industrialization and private
enterprise on the Moon

Promotion of interest in the exploration, research,
development, and habitation of the Moon, through the media
of conferences, the press, library and museum exhibits, and
other literary and educational means

Support, by funding or otherwise, of scholarships, libraries,
museums and other means of encouraging the study of the
Moon and related technologies

Stimulation of the advancement and development of
applications of space and related technologies and
encouragement their entrepreneurial development

Bringing together persons from government, industry,
educational institutions, the press, and other walks of life for
the exchange of information about the Moon

Promoting collaboration between various societies and
groups interested in developing & utilizing the Moon.

Informing the public on matters related to the Moon

Provision of suitable recognition and honor to indivi-duals
and organizations which have contributed to the
advancement of the exploration, research, develop-ment, and
habitation of the Moon, as well as scientific and
technological developments related thereto.

Our Vision says Who We Are
We envision a future in which the free enterprise human economy
has expanded to include settlements on the Moon and elsewhere,
contributing products and services that will foster a better life for
all humanity on Earth and beyond, inspiring our youth, and
fostering hope in an open-ended positive future for humankind.

Moon Society Mission
Our Mission is to inspire and involve people everywhere, and
from all walks of life, in the effort to create an expanded EarthMoon economy that will contribute solutions to the major
problems that continue to challenge our home world.

Moon Society Strategy
We seek to address these goals through education, outreach to
young people and to people in general, contests & competitions,
workshops, ground level research and technology experiments,
private entrepreneurial ventures, moonbase simulation exercises,
tourist centers, and other legitimate means.

Our Full Moon Logo above:
The Moon in its natural beauty, empty and deceptively barren,
waiting for human settlers to shelter and to mother as their
adopted second human home world. We have work to do!

Masthead Design: Charles F. Radley, Society Vice-president\
Monthly Moon Society Progress Reports: visit our
Homepage http://www.moonsociety.org and scroll down the
center of the page to the prominent yellow Frontlines link.
This report has been issued monthly since April 2008.

Introducing Two New Members of
The Society's Board of Advisors
By Peter Kokh, President
August 18, 2010 - We introduced the first fifteen
members of the Moon Society's then new members of
our Board of Advisors in our November 28, 2004 report.
Since then, we added five more on March 2, 2005, four
more people to the Board of Advisors on January 17,
2007, and ten more on March 2, 2009. We are proud to
present our two latest additions. They are:
Pradeep Mohandas - Secretary of Moon Society India,
now in formation. Pradeep has been on the Moon Society
Leadership Council for some time, and has been an active
contributor of input to the Society on a wide range of
issues. Former President of SEDS India (Students for the
Exploration and Development of Space), the largest SEDS
national contingent in the World, Pradeep is now living in
Mumbai, India's largest city, top port, and main financial
center, formerly known as Bombay. Pradeep is also a coeditor and contributor of our new publication, M o o n
Miners Manifesto - India Quarterly (M3IQ) which had
produced seven issues to date. They are free downloads.
Jayashree Sridhar - President of Moon Society India, she
is a young woman with an energetic spirit and an unbelievable string of accomplishments for someone of her
age. She now lives and works in Chennai, Tamil Nadu
state. Jayashree has been able to attend space conferences in the United States, meeting with David Dunlop
each time to work on issues related to further development of Moon Society India. It was at the first such
meeting, that Dunlop quickly recognized her talents and
leadership skills.
It is our belief that, with it focus on students,
starting with India's SEDS chapters, Moon Society India
will develop new ways of reaching out to young people,
ways that we can strive to adapt to conditions in North
America and elsewhere. MSI is building a presence
throughout India, including Delhi, Bhopal, and other
major cities. Our offspring will soon enough be teaching
its parent, and may soon have a larger membership than
the Moon Society (International) itself. We look forward to
such a development! In turn MSI intends to list Moon
Society President Peter Kokh and Editor of M3IQ, as well
as Moon Society Director of Project Development David A.
Dunlop on its own Board of Advisors. Working together,
Kokh and Dunlop launched M3IQ in November 2008, just
after the successful launch of India's lunar orbiter, the
highly successful Chandrayaan-1. Moon Society India
has announced its intention of renaming M3IQ, and
providing a new chief editor, in short, its intention to
make the publication its own. And that has been our goal
from the outset. We look forward to that development.
We thank both of these dynamic leaders for
their willingness to serve as Advisors to the Society.

So you have an idea for a great Project!

Project Guidelines for Success
Moonscapes, our new formatted email
newsletter- made its debut on August 15th
About the Name and Banner
Dan Hawk of Green Bay, WI proposed the name
and won a one year membership renewal. Logan Knox of
Tulsa, OK designed the banner and won a three-year
membership renewal. Thanks and congratulations!
Moonscapes is meant to complement, not replace
Moon Miners’ Manifesto. It will not appear on a pre-set
schedule, but rather when we have “enough” material,
but not “too much.” A “month-like” rhythm perhaps.
Non current email address on file?
If you did not get a copy in your email inbox,
there could be a reason why. First, we mailed it to every
current and former member of the Artemis Society and of
the Moon Society, for which we have a current email
address. We have current email addresses for only one
third of those in our database. Once an address on file
bounces, we delete it. It is up to members who change
their email addresses to notify the Society of the change!
Staff error: We extracted these email addresses from the
database manually, and may have made mistakes, and
possibly some inadvertent omissions as well.
Addressee Spam filters: We had perhaps two-dozen
bounces from users of Verizon’s spam filter, plus a few
from Earthlink users. It is up to you to “whitelist” Moon
Society email addresses, if you want us to keep in touch
with you. We are not going to bother writing snail letters
to members who use these filters and do not whitelist to
allow email from the organization. At least whitelist both
kokhmmm@aol.com and president@moonsociety.org.
Then we can send out mail to advise you to be on the
lookout for Moonscapes and/or check your spam filter.
Meanwhile, if you did not see this issue, email us
and we’ll forward you a copy, plus add you to our email
list – you can always use the automated unsubscribe link
at any time you wish to cease getting Moonscapes.
About the 1st issue: We are very proud of this first issue,
and will be improving it as we go along. The first issue
had three short articles (with the introductory paragraphs
in Moonbeams plus a link to the rest of the article posted
elsewhere. These articles are designed to acquaint you
with relevant news items that affect the Society and our
progress towards realizing our goals, and to keep you
informed in general.
There is a set of page links and email links at the
bottom to help you get the most out of your membership experience. And there are notices of upcoming
events that may be of interest to some members.
You don’t have to be a member, or even a former
member to get Moonbeams. So if you know someone
who might appreciate it, send us his/her address(es) and
we’ll put them on the list. Remember, anyone can easily
unsubscribe at any time. This is a fully automated
feature, common to this type of internet newsletter.
Your constructive comments and suggestions are
always more than welcome. With your input, we can keep
making improvements.
###

By Peter Kokh

Proposing a Project:
Fully homeworked proposals are more welcome!
We have received many suggestions for Projects
that the Moon Society "should undertake" in order to
further its goals. They come from Board Members, other
leaders, members at large, visitors to our website, and
even from friendly leaders of other organizations.
If the person making the suggestion sees no
evidence that his or her suggestion is being pursued,
discouragement or even rejection of the Society may
follow. This is unfortunate. Such situations arise when
the proposer has unrealistic ideas of what it will take to
undertake the project suggested, and/or very unrealistic
ideas about the financial, manpower, and other resources
of the Society.
Coming up with an idea is one thing. Making it
happen is quite another. Let's start from the top. You
have a simple, great project idea. Consider this:
• The Society has no paid staff, only members, most of
them with day jobs, a few of whom may volunteer
some of their limited free time.
• The Society's principal source of income has been
member dues
If someone proposes a project "idea," that means
that someone else must
• Examine it,
• Identify all the steps it will take to undertake the
project and
• Estimate how many man-hours may be involved, how
much money and other resources it will take, as well as
• Identify specific sponsors who may be willing to
underwrite all or a portion of the expenses.
Just to get this far means that a current volunteer
who is probably already too busy, must volunteer to
devote a lot of time to completing this homework. The
Moon Society Management Committee cannot consider or
vote on a Project Proposal until all this homework and
footwork is done.
Now the one proposing the Project idea, can fast
forward to the next step, Moon Society Management
Committee consideration, by doing this homework and
footwork by him/herself. This we call "fully baking the
potato." Sending in a Project Proposal without doing this
preliminary work is a lot like sending us "a half-baked
potato." We do appreciate your enthusiasm. But if the
project means something to you, you might want to
invest some time in this preliminary work -- and/or find
some associate(s) to team up with you to put together a”
mature" proposal. [We will gladly run an ad for you to
find help, in MMM and Moonscapes, our new formatted
email newsletter:] Write projects@moonociety.org
A mature project proposal is far more likely to
get our attention, than one that is not, however great the
potentially may be. So you owe it to yourself to this kind
of homework, and/or to find a partner to help do so.
Doing this homework first means that you are taking
ownership of the idea. In other words, when you put up
your hand to say, "I have a great idea," consider how

much more it would enthuse your audience if you could
add, "and I have done a lot of footwork in examining it,
identifying all the steps and phases, all the manpower
and other resources needed, where we can get funding
and sponsors, etc." Then you will have our attention!

Using the "Lunar Frontier Enabling Test" to
assess the merits of a project proposal
Our strategy and game plan are guided by the
"Lunar Frontier Enabling Test," which paraphrases the
"Space Frontier Enabling Test" formulated by the Space
Frontier Foundation.
A "lunar frontier enabling" project, technology, or
policy is one which has as its effect the acceleration of
the creation of low cost access to the lunar frontier,
and to the space frontier in general, for private
citizens and companies, and/or which enables or
accelerates our use of lunar resources, and/or
accelerates the rate at which wealth can be generated
on the Moon.

In other words, we ask this question:
Is the project or policy going to provide a return
on our investment of time, energy, and money, if we
define "return" to be the economically sustainable human
habitation of the Moon and of space in general?

We must ask,
• Will this project advance the day when we return to the
Moon to stay? Or
• Will it increase public support for such a development?
It does not matter if it is an educational outreach
or display project, a publication project, an artwork
project, footwork for a research and development project,
a software project, an agricultural project, or whatever
else - as long as its major effect is to advance our cause.
It is not hard to come up with a list of projects by
various space organizations and/or by their chapters that
have not met this test.
The Moon Society has limited resources. We must
use them to best effect. The "Lunar Frontier Enabling
Test" helps assure that we do just that by filtering out the
really good proposals from ones that just look good.

Helpful Mars Society Canada Project Guidelines
"Project proposals must meet certain requirements:
• Relevancy to the Society vision and mission,
• Technical merits
• Viability of the project plan,
• Self-sufficiency of the project participants, and
• Potential for drawing in greater member participation
No fixed proposal format is required for proposals, but
proposals must outline these things:
• Project goals,
• Strategies,
• Tactics, and
• Timeline of tasks, as well as address
• Project management and
• Funding issues
Detailed specifications for technology development proposals are not necessary, though a general
sense of the project development plan is welcome.
Proposals that require no more than a few hundred
dollars in startup support will be favored. If additional
fundraising is necessary, strategies for doing so should

be specified in the project plan. Keep your initial
proposals to a few pages at most.

Defining the word "Project"
Gail Leatherwood, NSS Chapters Projects
Coordinator, defines a project as "something that
• Has a specific objective
• Is measurable and attainable
• Has a beginning and ending, and
• Has some quantifiable outcomes

Projects and You
If you would like to help the Moon Society
identify, brainstorm, and "homework" a project idea that
you think can meet the tests and constraints sketched
above, why not print out this page, and keep it handy for
guidance.
Keep in mind that we need to do two things:
• Find (a) project(s) that are right for us
• A good match for our personnel resources
• A good match for our talent pool
• A good match for our financial capacity
• And above all, projects that pass the Lunar Frontier
Enabling Test
• Define all the steps and requirements to make the
project successful

A "good project" must not be beyond our
exercised abilities.
That means that even though a project reaches
beyond our past levels of achievements, it does so in a
way that brings out capacities we may not have realized
were in us.

We have to aim high to hit the mark, and that
means trying to reach the next level in personal
and group achievement. We are all, both
individually and together, capable of bursting
our own envelops of achievement.
Our project steps should be ambitious, yet not
groundlessly so. Projects become a way not only to grow
the Society, not only to advance our goals, but also to
more fully realize our own talents and abilities.
Let's look for good "right" projects, together!

We grow, you grow
Developing a good project, one that passes the
tests above, attract additional talented members, grow
our ranks, and slowly increase our treasury so that we
can undertake more projects, some of them even more
ambitious. But that is not all!

Taking ownership of your project idea and
developing it as proposed above, before you call
it to the attention of the Society, will develop
and expand your own talents and abilities.
So this is a win-win situation.
We appreciate that your time is as stretched thin
as is our own. Here is a way to get started: take a sheet
of paper, or create a new file on your computer, and list
project ideas as they come to you, whenever. Then when
you find the time and are in the mood, start outlining
what might be needed to define your project as a set of
tasks and as a set of responsibilities as suggested above.
When you feel ready to send it to us, please do:
projects@moonsociety.org

The Moon Society Chapters & Outposts Frontier Report
Moon Society Houston Chapter

Moon Society St. Louis Chapter
http://www.moonsociety.org/chapters/stlouis/
Contact: Keith Wetzel <kawetzel@swbell.net>
Next meetings – Sept 15th, Oct 20th, Nov 17th
Meetings 3rd Wed monthly at Buder Branch Library
4401 S. Hampton, in the basement conference room
Ar the September 18th meeting, we discussed the
idea of hosting a future International Space Development Conference (2014?), after looking over Peter
Kokh’s outline of what’s needed to make a proposal. We
are a ways from a decision, but it is an interesting idea.

Moon Society Phoenix Chapter
http://www.msphx.org
http://www.moonsocphx.blogspot.com/
Contacts: Don Jacques djmitzlplick@yahoo.com
Chuck Lesher: chuckmiester999@yahoo.com
Meeting the 3rd Saturday of the month
Moon Society Phoenix’ next meetings are on
Saturdays Oct 17th, Nov 21st, Dec 19th
The August 21st was small due to prior commitments. Those who could not make the meeting missed
the opportunity to meet and chat with our guest, a
member of Bonnie’s MENSA SIG, Paul Wieland. Paul had
been in California at several different speaking engagements and agreed to stop by and visit with us on his way
home. His Book, "Crossing the Threshold, Advancing
into Space to Benefit the Earth" is available from
Amazon.com. The book appears to be an interesting
read, but I have yet to get through it.
Old business, CopperCon30, Panels: four chapter
members have panels at the Con, Patti and Don are
teaming up for five panels on publishing and Moon
Colonization, Don also has a solo panel on the FAA and
Commercial Space. Patti has two panels, one solo and
the other as moderator. Chuck has one solo panel, his
presentation on Space Based Solar Power. I have three
panels as a panel member, all dealing with Disaster. One
will be on how to survive a disaster, and the other two
are the after effects of a major disaster, these two will
most likely be group participation.
Telepresence: Radio Control Racing. Don and I have
been talking to the Challenger Center in Peoria as a
venue for the races as part of their Saturday Market
Place. We will be checking out the proceedings to see if
it will be good fit. The racing has several possible
scenarios, 1) timed heats; 2) head to head racing around
a set course and 3) a possible Lunar Challenge even,
think more challenging than the first two types. We can
set up booths for drinks and food and stands for family
and friends to watch. Also is the possibility of making
DVDs of the races and selling them to the racers for a
nominal cost and maybe web casting the races on our
web site if it is back up in time.
New Business: CopperCon31: I have decided to get
involved with some of the preliminary work on CC31, it
will be on the west side of the valley Labor Day week end
2011. Again, hopefully, we will have participants in
panels along with new subjects to present.

http://www.moonsociety.org/chapters/houston/
Contact: Eric Bowen eric@streamlinerschedules.com
The Houston Chapter's meetings are held in the
Conference Room of the Bay Area Community Center in
Clear Lake Park on the 3rd Monday, every other month.
7-9 pm - Next: September 20th, November 15th - Eric

Chapters & Outposts Map (North America)

www.moonsociety.org/chapters/chapter_outpost_map.html

Chapters & Outposts Events Page
www.moonsociety.org/chapters/chapter_events.html

Want to start an Outpost of Chapter?
Contact chapters-coordinator@moonsociety.org

===== Moon Society Outposts =====

www.moonsociety.org/chapters/chapter_outpost_map.html

Bay Area Moon Society, CA Outpost – South Frisco Bay
http://www.moonsociety.org/chapters/bams/
Contact: Henry Cates hcate2@pacbell.net
Informal meeting at Henry Cate’s home in San Jose
Switching to the 1st Thursday every month
Moon Society DC Metro, DC-MD-VA Outpost
Contact: Fred Hills Fredhills7@aol.com
Moon Society Indianapolis Outpost
Contact: Doug Keenan dougkeenan@gmail.com
Moon Society Knoxville Outpost
Contact: Jason Tuttle tuttlepc@hotmail.com
Moon Society Longview, TX Outpost
Contact: James A. Rogers jarogers2001@aim.com
Moon Society Memphis Outpost
Contact: James Sealy, Jr. jimsealyjr@mid-south.net
Moon Society Milwaukee, WI Outpost (MSMO)
www.moonsociety.org/chapters/milwaukee/msmo_output.htm

Contact: Peter Kokh kokhmmm@aol.com
The monthly Lunar Reclamation Society meeting on the
2nd Saturday afternoon every month serves MSMO also
Moon Society Nashville Outpost - Central Tennessee
Contact: Chuck Schlemm cschlemm@comcast.net

NSS Partner Chapter News - pp. 17-19
Oregon L5 (Portland), Lunar Reclamation Society
(Milwaukee), Minnesota Space Frontier Society
(Minneapolis-St. Paul), San Diego Space Society

Moon Society DUES with Moon Miners’ Manifesto
Electronic MMM (pdf) $35
Students/Seniors: $20
Hardcopy MMM: U.S/Canada $35 Elsewhere: $60
Join/Renew Online - www.MoonSociety.org/register/

Moon Society Mail Box Destinations:
Checks, Money Orders, Membership Questions
Moon Society Membership Services:
PO Box 940825, Plano, TX 75094-0825, USA
Projects, Chapters, Volunteers, and Information
Moon Society Program Services,
PO Box 080395, Milwaukee, WI 53208

< End Moon Society Journal Section >

Australian laser system to track space junk
http://www.physorg.com/news198818176.html
Mars rocks 'may contain evidence of life'
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/space/7918003/Ma
rs-rocks-may-contain-evidence-of-life.html
Mercury much more dynamic than previously thought
www.nytimes.com/2010/07/20/science/20mercury.html
Japan experts call for robotic moonbase
www.space-travel.com/reports/Japan_experts_call_for
_robot_expedition_to_moon_999.html
Full-scale Apollo Moon Rover made of plywood
http://www.peterhennessey.net/shows/04My_Moon_Lan
ding/hires/01My_Lunar_Rover.jpg
SETI at 50 years
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1686/1

GREAT BROWSING
Amusing off-target past visualizations of the future
http://davidszondy.com/future/futurepast.htm
Science-Fiiction Air Show
http://www.scifiairshow.com/guided-tour.html
Implications of Falcon-9’s successful launch
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1648/1
Boeing plans new 7-man capsule
http://www.space.com/businesstechnology/boeingnew-capsule-concept-100625.html
Private Launch Industry ready for “Lift-off’
http://www.space.com/missionlaunches/space-accesssociety-meeting-100417.html
The Privatization of Space Exploration
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1617/1
6 private companies could launch humans into space
http://news.yahoo.com/s/space/20100604/sc_space/6p
rivatecompaniesthatcouldlaunchhumansintospace
Space Station to get chance to realize full potential.
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1620/1
How-big-is-the-international-space-station
http://www.lifeslittlemysteries.com/images/stories/isshow-big-100511-02.jpg
Obama budget includes ISS Artificial Gravity tests
http://www.space.com/businesstechnology/artificialgravity-tests-astronaut-health-100512.html
Moon’s polar craters may be electrically charged
http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/videogallery/index.htm
l?media_id=14044418
Model helps search for lunar dust fountains
http://www.physorg.com/news195408608.html
Citizen science: Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter images
http://www.moonzoo.org
A post-American Moon
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1618/1
Japan Could Put a Human(oid) on the Moon by 2015
http://www.space.com/businesstechnology/japanesehumanoid-moon-robot-100504.html
"Mission pull" and "technology push"
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1627/1
Space Tourism Firm to Offer budget Suborbital Rides
http://www.space.com/news/space-tourism-new-deal100430.html
Need to understand how we can live beyond Earth
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1613/1
Wet Era On Early Mars May have been Global
http://www.marsdaily.com/reports/New_Clues_Suggest_
Wet_Era_On_Early_Mars_Was_Global_999.html
Widespread Glacial Meltwater Valleys On Mars
http://www.marsdaily.com/reports/Brown_Team_Finds_
Widespread_Glacial_Meltwater_Valleys_On_Mars_999.html
Mapping Project Suggests Huge Historic Seas On Mars
http://www.marsdaily.com/reports/Mapping_Project_Con
sistent_With_Huge_Historic_Seas_On_Mars_999.html
Mars Rover Curiosity to carry 3d Camera
http://www.space.com/news/james-cameron-3dcamera-curiosity-100430.html
Designing Rolling Rovers for Mars
http://www.physorg.com/news194695118.html
Mole-Like Heat Drill Envisioned to Explore Europa
http://www.space.com/businesstechnology/europemole-like-drill-design-100430.html

Venus Mission Ideas include Robots, Plandes, Humans
http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/venusmission-astronauts-robots-planes-100730.html
Oceans on Venus may have been habitable
http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/venusoceans-habitable-life-100624.html
Hap Hazard’s 1958 Space Plan
http://beyondapollo.blogspot.com/2010/08/haphazards-space-plan-1959.html
The Shipwrecks of Mars: roughly half of all missions
sent to Mars have failed, and we’re not sure why
http://www.spacedaily.com/reports/Shipwrecks_Of_Mars
_999.html
NASA's Shape-Shifting Robot Is 'Real' Transformer
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,529059,00.html

GREAT SPACE VIDEOS
MOON COLONY VIDEOS - The Moon Society
30 plus thought-provoking videos, produced for the
Moon Society by Chip Proser (Celestial Mechanics,
Inc.) can be found at.
http://www.moonsociety.org/video/
or at:
http://www.gaiaselene.com
http://www.mooncolony.tv/
http://www.stickymedia.com/
ASSORTED SPACE VIDEOS
Visions of Venus Exploration
http://www.space.com/common/media/video/player.ph
p?videoRef=SP_10029_venus-mission
Implications of Falcon 9’s successful flight
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kKCtDcrrHohttp://w
ww.thespacereview.com/article/1642/1
Elon Musk vs. Neil Armstrong:
SPACEX & Constellation
http://www.space.com/common/media/video/player.ph
p?videoRef=100601_TWiS2_FalCon
SpaceX's Vision for Manned Dragon Spaceship
http://www.space.com/common/media/video/player.ph
p?videoRef=SP_090713_spacex
Boeing/Bigelow Crew Space Transport Vehicle
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mn_gXEK5XmQ
The Case for Mars Set to Music (Zubrin, Sagan, etc.)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kKCtDcrrHo
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MMM PHOTO GALLERY

Another Lavatube skylight: this one in Mare Ingenii on the
Farside southern hemisphere, opposite Mare Imbrium,
Found by Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter

Robonaut 2, soon to join the ISS crew, will not need life
support, or to come in the airlock except for routine
maintenance. Teleoperated by crew inside the station, it
will be tireless, able to work around the clock. Astronaut
EVA ventures are the most risky of all space duties.

LRO altitude map of the Moon’s farside: in the color pdf
version of this newsletter, the blue area at the bottom is
the low altitude SPA South Pole Aitken Basin which lies as
much as 8 km below the Moon’s mean surface level (“sea
level”) The red areas are the highest elevations. It is
suspected that the SPA may expose mantle materials on
its surface, from which much more could be learned
about the Moon’s interior. But crater central peaks may
also consist of such material, and such craters are
abundant on the nearside: e.g. Copernicus, Tycho etc.

Cassini radar sees sand dunes on Saturn's moon Titan,
sculpted like Namibian sand dunes on Earth. The bright
features in the radar photo are not clouds but topographic features among the dunes. Credit: NASA/JPL

NASA “sky-crane” concept hovering over the surface of
the Mars, would lower delicate equipment to the surface.
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Space.com POLL:

First Missions to Earth-Moon L1 and L2

http://www.space.com/common/forums/viewtopic.php?f
=12&t=25890

“Lagrange Points” at which Earth’s gravitational pull
and that of the Moon cancel each other out.

When Will We Truly Find an Alien Earth?

The Artemis P1 and P2 Mission

(Poll tabulations as of Sept 1, 2010, 8 am CDT)
36 % - We're Almost There! With hundreds of extrasolar
planets being discovered by spacecrafts like NASA's
Kepler and Europe's CoRoT, it's only a matter of time.
26% - Slow and Steady: The prolific planet-catching
spacecraft have years ahead of them before they can
hope to find planets as small as our own Earth.
38% - Don't Wait Up: There's a HUGE difference between
Earth-SIZED planets and Earth-LIKE planets. Humans
need to make huge space telescope advancements if they
hope to find habitable worlds.
[We had voted for choice #3]

www.lpi.usra.edu/meetings/lpsc2010/pdf/1425.pdf

In the Changing Image feature on the Moon
Society homepage – www.moonsociety.org - one image
selection (#97) asks the question:
What is an “M-Class Planet”?
If you click on that image, you get another:
www.moonsociety.org/images/changing/m_class_planet.gif

The text of which reads:
“What Exo-Planet hunters call “Earth-like planets”
are planets with a mass no more that 2 or 3 times that of
Earth. We do not now have the means to determine if any
particular such world we find has oceans and continents
and is thus what most of us would call Earthlike” - or in
the now classic jargon of Star trek, an “M-Class” Planet.
“Only a planet with oceans and continents, the
latter floating on plates that bump into one another,
sometimes riding over the edges of another plate, or
diving under another plate would seem to follow the
“blueprint” that is evident in our home world; Earth.
“Mars seems to have started that way, then
stalled, its molten mantle cooling to the point that its
currents lost continent-moving power.
“Read Hydro-Tectonic Planets”, MMM Classics #4,
pages 40-43” [fast link below]
http://www.moonsociety.org/publications/mmm_classics
/mmmc4_Jan2005.pdf
Upshot
In that light, the 3rd poll selection seems to be on
target. We are currently not capable of picking out truly
“Earth-like” worlds from the undoubtedly much larger list
of “Earth-mass” planets. The current Exo-planet hunter
ballyhoo message that we are getting close to detection
of other “Earths” is so misleading as to be irresponsible.
MMM stands by that statement.
Now if we find earth-mass planets that are far
enough from sun-like stars but not too far, so as to be in
a potential “eco-zone,” then we’ll have candidates. MMM

Space enthusiasts had recognized early on the
strategic significance of these gravitational null spots,
particularly L4 and L5 for their vantage points, use as
communications relays, and as possible locations for
space settlements. L1 is a superior teleoperations perch
as well as a forward staging point for surface missions.
L2 will be important for farside communications and as a
possible collection point for materials boosted off the
Moon by a nearside equatorial mass-driver. But no probe
has yet visited these areas to characterize their environments: they could be “Sargasso Seas” of dust and debris.
MMM
"As it is now feasible for Life on Earth to leave its
home planet and to propagate in the cosmos and,
as humanity has evolved in such a way to make that
possible, the overriding argument may be:

Does humanity have the moral right "not" to assist
the spread of Life beyond Earth?"
Arthur Woods...
"Our future will be either A Space Age or a Stone Age."
Mark Hempsell...
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Ad Astra per Ardua Nostra
To the Stars through our own hard work!

San Juan - October 24-27, 2010

2010 LRS OFFICERS | BOARD* | Contact Information
PRES. / MMM Editor - *Peter Kokh NSS
kokhmmm@aol.com ........……... 414-342-0705
VICE-PRES. Doug Armstrong NSS ............ 414-273-1126
SECRETARY - *James Schroeter NSS
James_Schroeter@excite.com ….. 414-333-3679
TREAS./ Database - *Robert Bialecki
bobriverwest@yahoo.com ...……. 414-372-9613

Hosted by NSS-Puerto Rico
Sponsored by The Leeward Space Foundation
Cosponsored by The Moon Society

http://www.PuertoRicoSpaceCongress.com
Sheraton Puerto Rico
Convention Center Hotel & Casino
200 Convention Boulevard · San Juan, Puerto Rico
00907 · US · Phone: (787) 993-3500
$129/night (1-4 persons/room)
Registration; Members NSS, Moon Society, Leeward
Fndtn/Students $137 early bird extended thru Sept. 7
Tour to the Arecibo Radio Telescope !!
Other local attractions
• Some of the world’s largest photo-luminescent
lagoons • El Yunque, the only tropical rain forest in
the US National Park system • The oldest historic
fortifications in the US, dating back to Columbus

LRS News
• Our Summer Aug. 21st Field Trip to Growing Power
went very well. There were 8 people: Bob Bialecki (tour
organizer), Gene, Carol, and Charlotte, Jim and his wife,
and two people from Ann Arbor, MI that Bob had invited
to join our tour. Hey were working on a video and we may
see our group online when they edit it. Bob will let
everybody know when it's ready.
• Sept; 11th meeting: Peter will be at his 55th!!!) High
School Reunion in Chicago that day. Peter knew Jack
Foley Horkheimer, famed Miami Planetarium astronomer,
quite well. “Foley” (as he preferred to be called back then)
was a year behind Peter at Campion Jesuit High School in
Prairie du Chien. Peter graduated in ’55, Jack/Foley in
’56. Horkheimer passed away on August 20th and had
been ill for some time.

jetBlue Airways

• December 11th 24th Anniversary Party coming up:
Hey, how did this happen? We just had our 20th and that
seems like yesterday. Not to early to start planning. Any
ideas for a science fiction film?

LRS Upcoming Events
Saturdays: 1-4 pm
Sept. 11th – Oct. 9th – Nov. 13th – Dec. 11th
LRS Meeting, Mayfair Mall, Garden Suites Room G110
AGENDA:
www.moonsociety.org/chapters/milwaukee/meetings.htm

At the October 9th meeting, Peter will talk about the need
to make a major Space Transportation paradigm shift
if we are ever going to establish a human frontier on the
Moon or anywhere else in the Solar System. “If it isn’t
fuel, it’s payload!”
He will also talk about the status of a plan to
transfer the rights to the name “Moon Miners’ Manifesto”
and publication rights to the Moon Society to cover
various eventualities. But LRS will continue to be the
publication agent, so in practice, nothing will change.

Ye aging editor’s turn to say “Been there, done that”

The 90/10 Principle
! 0% of Life is made up of what happens to you
90% of life is decided by how you react ….
Stephen Covey

( So it seems that each of us needs to take responsibility! )
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ILLINOIS

Chicago Space Frontier L5
610 West 47th Place, Chicago, IL 60609
Larry Ahearn: 773/373-0349 LDAhearn@aol.com

WISCONSIN

News & Events
of NSS
“MMM” Chapters
Space Chapter HUB Website:
http://nsschapters.org/hub/

Sheboygan Space Society
728 Center St., Kiel WI 54042-1034
c/o Will Foerster 920-894-2376 (h) astrowill@tcei.com
SSS Sec. Harald Schenk hschenk@charter.net
>>> DUES: “SSS” c/o B. P. Knier
22608 County Line Rd, Elkhart Lake WI 53020

OREGON

[http://www.tcei.com/sss/]
• We meet the 3rd Thurs even # months 7-9pm
At The Stoelting House in Kiel, WI
• October 21st - December TBD

Oregon L5 Society
P.O. Box 86, Oregon City, OR 97045
voice mail / (503) 655-6189 -- FAX (503)-251-9901

COLORADO

[ http://www.OregonL5.org/ ]

Denver Space Society
(FKA The Front Range L5 Society)

Allen G. Taylor allen.taylor@ieee.org
Bryce Walden moonbase@comcast.net
(LBRT - Oregon Moonbase) moonbase@comcast.net

1 Cherry Hills Farm Drive
Englewood, CO 80113
http://www.angelfire.com/space/frl5/

* Meetings 3rd Sat. each month at 2 p.m.
Bourne Plaza, 1441 SE 122nd, Portland, downstairs
September 18th, October 16th, November 20th

Eric Boethin 303-781-0800 eric@boethin.com
Monthly Meetings 6:15 PM on Tuesdays
September 14th, October 12th, December 9th
Englewood Public Library, Englewood, CO 80110
1000 Englewood Parkway, First Floor Civic Center

MINNESOTA

PENNSYLVANIA

Minnesota Space Frontier Society
c/o Dave Buth 433 South 7th St. #1808
Minneapolis, MN 55415
David Buth (w) (612) 333-1872, (h) (763) 536-1237
Email: info@mnsfs.org

www.mnsfs.org/
Calendar: MN SFS 2010 Past & upcoming chapter events
www.freemars.org/mnfan/MNSFS/2010-12-Review/
MN SFS Meetings: Sept 13th, Oct 11th, Nov 8th, Dec 11th

Philadelphia Area Space Alliance
928 Clinton Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107
c/o Earl Bennett, Earlisat@verizon.net
856/261-8032 (h), 215/698-2600 (w)

At the September 13th meeting, Ben Huset will talk
about his trip to Easter Island for the July total solar
eclipse. He will be talking about the history of the island
and the culture of the people that live there. So if you'd
like to see some pictures and learn about one of the most
remote places on the planet, please come to the meeting.
The meeting will be at the Fairview Community Center
1910 County Road B West Roseville, MN

[ http://pasa01.tripod.com/ ]
http://phillypasa.blogspot.com
• PASA regular business luncheon/formal meeting 13 pm, the the Ist Saturday of every month (unless
otherwise specified) at the Liberty One food court on
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the second level, 16th and S. Market. Go toward the
windows on the 17th street side and go left . Look for
table sign. Parking at Liberty One on 17th St. Call
Earl/Mitch 215-625-0670 to verify all meetings.
Next Meetings: Oct 17th, Nov 21st, Dec 19th
The PASA Report for July and August 2010
July notes: We had a good turn out for our July meeting
with seven members and a guest. The guest was Stephen
Mann, who had heard of us from our appearance at the
Philcon science fiction convention and Hank Smith’s
outreach. He contributed to a number of conversational
threads. Larry, our Webmaster, brought an example of
the new look redesign he is doing of the website (using
cascading style sheets). It looks more modern and easier
to use than earlier versions. This was the consensus of
the attendees.
Dorothy asked us to “join our Facebook group,
please” and brought us a sample of the sign up sheet for
Facebook. She and Larry explained that you can limit
what is available to anyone viewing what you put into
your profile. She also presented us with a large number
of possible events from the Washington and Baltimore
areas as well as Franklin Institute events. The local events
include something called Target Community Nights,
sponsored by the Target store chain. The next ones are
on August 18th and September 15th and are free to the
public! The activities are from 5-8 p.m. with registration
opening at 5 p.m. If you visit Philadelphia in the next few
months this could be fun for the whole family. We also
have Cleopatra, an archeology exhibit of limited duration,
and a number of good films. Check the Institute website
(as well as the Smithsonian and Baltimore Science
Center).
Mitch Gordon confirmed that there would be no
Space Day Franklin Institute event this year, but that the
focus will be on the International Space Week events (in
August we decided to cover two days of the event, if
invited for the two days on October 9th and 10th). He
brought The Futurist magazine with a short report on
proving or disproving (!) the existence of extra solar
planets with life on them. Stephen pointed out that the
universe is Sixteen Billion light years across and that “we”
are not talking about something on which we really have
a whole lot of information. The report was from the
Nov./Dec 09 issue. See page eight for this possibly pretentious report. From the summer Ad Astra: “Spaceship
Two Has Wings” on its maiden flight, and “Fifty Years of
Space Colonization, Still no Change” on progress toward
this goal.
Dennis Pearson, the NSS National Chapters
Assembly Chair, reported on his trips to: Fermilab, the
large American particle accelerator outside of Chicago,
where he attended the ISDC, and to Seattle, where he
went to Boeing’s operations. He brought tons of material,
including his own guided tour DVD, with a large amount
on the Lab and its work on the Higgs boson project and
the possible (actual?) detection of dark matter, the
various possible projects that chapters could work on for
the NSS. (See the NSS site and look up the local chapter
contact). The ISDC theme was ”Four Decades after Apollo:
Getting Back to the Future”. The winners of the space
settlement design contest, sponsored by NASA and the
NSS from Durag High School in Colorado, were included
in the ISDC conference book. He also brought Ralph
Nansen’s book “Energy Crisis: Solutions from Space” from

Apogee Books, which looks like a good source that I will
have to read.
Earl brought material from AMSAT including an
article on the construction of a Pocket Cube (simulator)
that allows an easily portable device to be built that can
show the basic operations of a Cubesat type satellite (i.e.,
solar powered operation, sensing conditions, telemetry
etc) in an easy to construct package. The device uses a
number of currently available pre-package parts, like the
X-Bee transmitter module and carrier board that includes
data conversion and processing parts.
Another interesting report is on the possibility of
using medium Earth orbit as an alternative to Geosynch
for ham satellites, with a table of possible coverage
distances featured on page fifteen and several other
interesting coverage and scientific illustrations spice up
the report. There is also material in this piece on various
thruster designs to help achieve the desired orbits in the
May/June issue. And there is much more in this publication. Nuts & Volts for July had “They Came from Outer
Space!” in the Near Space column, on the use of Geiger
Muller detection systems on balloon borne platforms that
individuals and school groups can create to test space
flight ideas via experiments. A very good report and
backgrounder on cosmic rays and their effects as they
enter the atmosphere and pass through it. As can be
seen from the above, I tend to be the hardware guy of the
group.
August notes: We had a smaller meeting this time but
Sci-Fi outreach member Hank Smith was able to attend In
spite of various health problems and an Internet spoofing
of his original hotmail account. Contact Larry for Hank’s
new e-mail address. His report on upcoming events
included: Philcon will be held at the Cherry Hill Crown
Plaza from November 19th to the 21st. The President for
the event is Mark Trebing and his wife, Margaret, who is
head of science programming. Hank is hoping to assist in
publicity as he is currently doing for science programming. His next convention will be Capclave in Maryland,
October 22nd-24th). He will assist us at the World Space
week events (see below).
Mitch has arranged for us to be at the World
Space Week events on the weekend of October 9th and
10th at the Franklin Institute. The event will actual start
on the Monday before and go through Sunday. Larry, the
webmaster of our group, will post a link from our PASA
site to the event site. It is listed as “the largest public
space event on Earth”. Check our website or go to
WorldSpaceWeek.org.
Mitch also brought several articles: from The
Futurist: the roll out of the Shepard spacecraft created by
Blue Origin. From Ad Astra: Ares 1’s successful test
launch (page 30) and “Worlds Collide: “On Finding Earthlike Planets”.
Larry is learning The Content Management
System software and asked if we wished to apply it to our
site. This would fundamentally change it and would
eliminate ads among other things. This would require us
to spend money from our treasury and so whether we
should do this is a member’s decision. Post to Larry to
tell him your thoughts on doing this. He also brought
reports on sunspot activity, one of his interests, including
the ISES Solar Cycle Sunspot Number Progression chart.
Contact Larry if you are interested in watching the Suns
performance.
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Dorothy brought material on The Air & Space
Museum including the September 11th sky watching party
at Sky Meadow State Park in Virginia (7:30 to 10:30 p.m.)
A Smithsonian sponsored event at the Maryland Science
Center: Hubble in 3D, and Dark Matters currently playing,
and Our Place in Space exhibits. Dorothy described a
recent trip to Sussex County in New Jersey where she and
Larry visited a number of craft and small business enterprises that included a metalsmith, and a group that
promotes hydroponic produce grown by the physically
handicapped (and the system that they use) among other
enterprises. This mention of plant culture brought on a
discussion of what has been put into space and grown
and the seeds that were sent up and returned. Much of
the talk centered on whether NASA had, or had not, done
much in this area. Janice, an associate member, thought
that not much had been done by the US, and that the Mir
had had more experiments in this area. I pointed out that
some of the projects put up on the ISS, and the shuttle,
have been in the science bay boxes, but I have only seen
some examples in the NASA Tech Briefs publication. If
you look in Leaving Earth by Robert Zimmerman, you will
find some of the material on the Soviet experience in this
area; also on NASA sites and others.
Janice contributed to the above discussion on the
need for more work, at the national level, on in situ
behavior of things needed for habitation in space and on
the planets. Some work had been done for Mars, but
much of that was before the millennium. Her other
interest, our survival on Earth, led to her brief continuing
report on the falling levels on phyto-plankton, the base
of the food chain in the ocean and the source of 50% of
our oxygen, and the possible effect of the Gulf oil spill on
this (above and beyond other causes world wide). We
have not seen space-based observations of the spill and
subsequent cleanup effects from either US governmentcontrolled satellites or those purchased from other
sources. This would be a good Google-Earth search
project.
Earl brought material from the August Wired
magazine, which had “The Future that Never Happened”,
featuring Will Ferrell as a time traveler, showing various
ideas that have been proposed but that did not move to
common practice. A fair number are our near and dear
wishes: colonies on the Moon, Fusion power, Atomic
Space Ships, nano-technology, quantum computing,
personal robots, and much more; and other interesting
material. Several August publications had articles on
using thermoelectric power generators: Nuts & Volts in
their continuing reports on alternative energy (this one by
John Lovin, page 28-31 “Thermoelectric Powered
Sunflowers”) and ECN magazine’s Alternative Energy
column (primarily about hydrogen fuel cell technology, by
Joshua Nelke) on the fabrication of thin film generators
and the innovations that made them possible. The earthly
application mentioned is for energy harvesting from a
cars exhaust manifold or other areas of “waste energy”.
By Burkhard Habbe, Micropelt. Like the Siemens article
that contains it, this is good background. We also have
the new SSI update on that group and the current area of
emphasis: Space Based Solar Power! They don’t have a
website listed, but Lee Valentine’s number is listed for
contact. He is executive vice president. The number is:
661-750-2774. The office address is: Space Studies
Institute, 1434 Flightline Street, Mojove, California,
93501.
Submitted by Earl Bennett.

CALIFORNIA

San Diego Space Society
http://sandiegospace.org/
info@sandiegospace.org
Meeting the 2nd Sunday monthly
Next Meetings: September 12th, October 10th,
November 14th 2:30 to 4:30 pm
Serra Mesa Branch Library 9005 Aero Dr, San Diego
Quarterly Newsletter: The Bussard Scoop
CALIFORNIA

OASIS: Organization for the Advancement
of Space Industrialization and Settlement
Greater Los Angeles Chapter of NSS
P.O. Box 1231, Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Events Hotline/Answering Machine:(310) 364-2290
Odyssey Ed: Kat Tanaka - odyssey_editor@yahoo.com

http://www.oasis-nss.org/wordpress/
oasis@oasis-nss.org
Odyssey Newsletter Online
http://www.oasis-nss.org/articles.html
Regular Meeting 3 pm on the 3rd Saturday each
month: Sept 18th, Oct 16th 17th, Nov 20th, Dec 11th
Information: OASIS Hotline, 310/364-2290; website.
Saturday, September 18, 3 pm - OASIS Board Meeting
Home of Lisa Kaspin, 3206 Summertime Lane, Unit 206,
Culver City, CA 90230
Saturday, Octtober 16, 3 pm - OASIS Board Meeting,
Columbia Learning Center, Downey, CA - Pending!!
Saturday, November 20, 3 pm - OASIS Board Meeting,
Home of Steve Bartlett and Tina Beychok, 7108 East
Peabody, Long Beach, CA 90808
November 26-28, Thanksgiving Weekend
LOSCON Science Fiction Convention
Once again, OASIS will have a table, be providing
programming and host a Space Party. Come join us!
Saturday December 11, 3 pm - OASIS Board Meeting
and Holiday Party
Home of Bob Gounley and Paula Del Fosse
1738 La Paz Road, Altadena, CA 91001
“Phase I of the Epic of Man has been Intercontinental
Migration.
Phase II is upon us: Interplanetary Migration,
Phase III: and someday, there may begin Interstellar
Migration. - Across ever larger seas!
Peter Kokh…
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Moon Miners’ MANIFESTO

Lunar Reclamation Society Inc.

PO Box 2102, Milwaukee WI 53201-2102

Address Service Requested
Mail Carrier, Time Sensitive Material <==
Please renew promptly so as not to miss an issue

Member Dues -- MMM Subscriptions:
Send proper dues to address in chapter news section
----------------------------------------=>For those outside participating chapter areas <=

• $12 USA MMM Subscriptions; • US $22 Canada;
• US $50 Surface Mail Outside North America
•
•

Payable to “LRS”, PO Box 2102, Milwaukee WI 53201
----------------------------------------CHICAGO SPACE FRONTIER L5
• $15 annual dues
----------------------------------------LUNAR RECLAMATION SOC. (NSS-Milwaukee)
• $12 low “one rate”
----------------------------------------MINNESOTA SPACE FRONTIER SOCIETY
• $25 Regular Dues
----------------------------------------OREGON L5 SOCIETY
• $25 for all members
----------------------------------------O.A.S.I.S. L5 (Los Angeles)
• $28 regular dues with MMM
----------------------------------------PHILADELPHIA AREA SPACE ALLIANCE
• Annual dues for all with MMM $25, due in March
or $6 times each quarter before the next March
----------------------------------------SHEBOYGAN SPACE SOCIETY (WI)
• $15 regular, • $10 student,

$45 National Space Society dues include Ad Astra

$20 NSS dues if under 22 / over 64. State age ___
600 Pennsylvania Ave SE #201, Washington DC 20003
----------------------------------------Moon Society dues include Moon Miners’ Manifesto
Electronic MMM (pdf) $35
Students/Seniors: $20
Hardcopy MMM: U.S. & Canada $35 - Elsewhere: $60
P.O. Box 940825, Plano, TX 75094-0825, USA
-----------------------------------------

INDEX to #238 SEPTEMBER 2010
p 1. In Focus Editorial: “In this decade” – 3 words that
won us the Moon Race but crippled us ever since
p 4. A fresh look at the Spacesuit Concept, P. Kokh
p 6. Moon’s Cold Traps are key to Outer Solar System
p 8. An L1 Gateway, Part 2, Dave Dietzler
p 9. Moon Soc. Journal; Two new Advisors
p 10. Moonscapes formatted email makes debut;
Project Guidelines for a project proposal
p 12. Moon Society Chapters & Outposts Report
p 13. Browsing Links; Video Links
p 14. MMM Photo Gallery
p 15. Poll on “Earth-like” worlds; Mission to L1 & L2
p 16. Puerto Rico Space Congress; LRS chapter news
p 17. MMM NSS Chapters News

• $1/extra family member
“SSS” c/o B. P. Knier, 22608 County Line Rd,
Elkhart Lake WI 53020
20

